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Androgyny in literature is not a new topic . In William Faulkner"s The Wild 

Palms, however, the significance of androgyny as theme has been largely overlooked. 

Androgyny is defined as the harmonious balance derived from accepting those individual 

aspects defined culturally and socially as masculine and feminine beyond the physical and 

biological. In this novel , Harry Wilbourne, a doctor and scientist, denies his androgyny 

while Charlotte Rittenmeyer, his lover and a sculptor, finds comfort and harmony in both 

her masculine and feminine traits. Harry faces a gender identity crisis when Charlotte, 

pregnant, decides to abort their child. Only after Charlotte dies of a botched abortion 

does Harry accept his memories- his responsibility for hi s past life with Charlotte (a 

masculine characteristic)- as well as hi s grief--over Charlotte·s death and the loss of the 

grand passion he shared with her (feminine emotions). Harry , reborn, becomes a man : 

harmonious in his androgyny. 
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Chapter 1 

Faulkner' s Androgynous " Hemingwaves" 

'Set, ye armourous sons, in a sea of hemingwaves" (97). 

In 1958, referring to the "hemingwaves" pun in Faulkner's The Wild Palms, H. 

Edwards Richardson asserted that parallels between Ernest Hemingway ' s A Farewell to 

Arms and William Faulkner' s The Wild Palms might have been observed a decade earlier 

had "Old Man' not been dovetailed to it. This yoking of two seemingly disparate 

narratives Gary Harrington points out, is exactly what readers of Faulkner, that resolute 

experimenter, should expect. Yet the structuring of this particular novel caused so much 

consternation and frustration among early critics that it affected its publication history.1 

Having been republished in several formats other than that initially intended by Faulkner, 

The Wild Palms is currently in publication in its original format under the title originally 

intended by Faulkner: Ifl Forget Thee, Jerusalem2 

Once the connection to Hemingway's A Farewell to Arms was observed, several 

1 

interesting critical articles resulted during the 1950s and 1960s.-' These articles deal 

primarily with the parallels in The Wild Palms between Henry (Harry) Wilbourne and 

Charlotte Rittenrneyer (also known as Charley) and between Frederic Henry and 

Catherine Barkley in A Farewell to Arms. H. Edwards Richardson points out parallels of 

theme action, dialogue, and symbolism, while William Van O ' Connor synopsizes them 

best when he observes that both couples hope to preserve an idyllic love by escaping from 

society. Both women become pregnant and die . Both men feel that if society catches 

"you out of step once" (Wilbourne) or "off base" (Henry), it destroys you. Both women, 

near death and "on fire from pain," say "Don't touch me." Both men are reluctant to see 



the corpses of their lovers (O ' Connor 358). The "hemingwaves" mentioned by 

Richardson become for John M. Howell a "wave" motif that he believes is the key to 

Faulkner ' s parody of Hemingway: it is used throughout The Sound and the Fury as well 

as in The Wild Palms (236-37) .4 

Several other Faulknerian motifs are evident in The Wild Palms : the significance 

of actions versus words, questions surrounding the artist and creativity, the need to accept 

the past and integrate it meaningfully into the present, and the concept of arrested motion. 

Several ofthese issues occur in Hemingway as well , in particular in The Old Man and the 

Sea. Faulkner considered this Hemingway's best work because in writing it Hemingway 

found both God and the past. Faulkner felt that Hemingway ' s previous characters 

functioned in a vacuum (Meriwether 149). Thomas L. McHaney, in " Anderson, 

Hemingway, and Faulkner ' s The Wild Palms," explores Faulkner' s relationship to 

Hemingway, adding valuable insight while concluding that The Wild Palms was written 

as a parody of Hemingway' s A Farewell to Arms. s McHaney 's initial work led him to 

write the first comprehensive study of The Wild Palms. 

While several critics have discussed androgyny in Hemingway's works,6 it has 

not been addressed in Faulkner. McHaney, in the first detailed critical examination of 

The Wild Palms, addresses the parallels between two juxtaposed texts (" Wild Palms" and 

"Old Man") and thoroughly examines Faulkner' s relationship to Hemingway, but 

mentions androgyny only in passing. His cursory examination in one paragraph observes 

that "almost everyone [in The Wild Palms] is depicted in androgynous terrns" (146-47).7 

He misses a paramount point: Faulkner uses the androgyny he has identified in A 

Farewell to Arms through role reversal to further his parody in The Wild Palms. 

In William Faulkner ' s The Wild Palms: A Study, McHaney describes the 

functions of Faulkner' s androgynous passages : 
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Male and female, like birth and death, are merely aspects of a continuing 
and integral thing-in-itself, the will to live. Sexual ambiguity is both 
comic and tragic, depending on context, and therefore another means of 
providing complement and contrast between character and circumstances 
in the two sections of the novel. (146-4 7) 

McHaney, seeing androgyny as a useful technique or tool for exposition, here fails to 

make the larger thematic connection to androgyny and gender in the novel. 

William Faulkner consistently made the point that the "one story" he was trying to 

tell in The Wild Palms was '"the story of Charlotte Rittenn1eyer and Harry Wilbourne. 

who sacrificed everything for love. and then lost that [love] .·' The secondary story. ·"Old 

Man," in contrast, is the story of a man. the tall convict, who ··got his love and spent the 

rest of the book fleeing from it, even to the extent of voluntarily going back to jail where 

he would be safe. They are only two stories by chance, perhaps necessity. The story is 

that of Charlotte and Wilbourne," the story "Wild Palms" (Meriwether 247-48) . 

Faulkner's assessment is correct. "Wild Palms" is the story--the "one story" of 

idealistic, passionate love. In it he depicts Charlotte and Harry's attempts to keep alive 

and unchanged their grand passionate love as they struggle to survive in a 

commercialized world of conformity where concepts of love, individual freedom , 

sexuality, masculinity, and femininity are dictated by a ruthless. cold-hearted. judgmental 

society that locks people into repressed, uncreative, and mechanical lives. It is a story of 

two people, Charlotte and Harry, who sacrifice almost everything in their attempt to keep 

love alive. I say almost because Charlotte sacrifices her life for her beliefs, while Harry 

decides not to take his own life. This paper will trace that "one story," the love story of 

Charlotte and Harry. 

Throughout the novel , Charlotte is portrayed as being masculine as well as 

feminine. She is content with her androgyny. Yet Charlotte ' s comfort with her blend of 

masculine and feminine characteristics is diametrically opposed to Harry ' s discomfort 

with his paucity of masculine characteristics. Throughout the book. Harry struggles to 
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reach some accord with his feminine nature, in a society that allows a man little freedom 

forfeminine qualities. " one of us are androgynous." ( 129) Harry states. as he flees to 

the frozen wasteland of Utah in February with winter at its cruelest. Yet it is only after 

Harry accepts his memory--his responsibility for his past life with Charlotte as well as his 

grief over Charlotte's death and the loss of the grand passion he has shared with her--that 

Harry becomes a man harmonious with his androgyny. 
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Chapter 2 

Out of Step with the Times 

Image Versus Reality 

Because androgyny deals with concepts of femininity and masculinity. in order to 

examine gender in The Wild Palms one needs a point of reference from which to embark. 

In Men's Lives, Kimmel and Messner define gender as a "complex of social meanings 

attached to biological sex" (3). A sociological approach to the construction of gender 

differs from psychological or biological approaches, Laura Kramer observes in The 

Sociology of Gender, because it looks to "causes outside the individual ," to cultural and 

social factors that, when combined with the internal psychological and biological 

explanations of gender differences, allow for a fuller perspective and understanding of 

these differences (2). Kimmel and Messner further observe that gender ··has now taken 

its place alongside class and race" as one of the ·'three central organizing principles'' by 

which power and resources are distributed in our society: gender is a major factor in 

fashioning "meaning" in one 's life (2). 

The Western concept of maleness and masculinity has traditionally been based on 

a biological image of innate differences between males and females of the species. From 

earliest times, the male physical image has been considered perfect; anything else 

(female) was inherently inferior. Women were viewed as imperfect, inferior images of 

the ideal male representation. This categorization of women as inferior allowed their 

exclusion from the traditional male hierarchy, permitted them little opportunity for 

equality, and organized women as an underclass of humanity. Women became culturally 

marginalized, unempowered and oppressed. Simultaneously, however. woman ' s inferior 
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model also conversely restricted and limited men to activities and characteristics 

culturally determined as non-female or masculine. To be a perfect male, a man was 

required to exhibit no feminine characteristics or tendencies. These archetypes of male 

and female have been strongly reinforced and reproduced through culture and literature. 

Thomas Laqueur identifies a "cultural reorientation" regarding "the one-sex 

model of humanity" which occurred during the Renaissance ( qtd. in Thompson 149). 

Rather than viewing the female body as "a lesser (inverted) version of the male body, 

people began to see it as its incommensurable opposite" ( qtd . in Thompson 149). This 

revised viewpoint, that women are without comparable measurable parameters, seems to 

cast women as anomalous. rather than inferior to men. While not much of a gain for 

women, being opposite rather than inferior did allow for social mobility within the male 

patriarchal hierarchy of the Renaissance. The Victorian era, assigning woman's sphere as 

private and domestic, cast woman as inferior to man in every way but in her femininity. 

What evolved was a concept of woman as the angel-demon and as the weaker sex. both of 

which continued to link woman ' s gender identity with moral and physical inferiority. 

This concept had particular consequences in the southern United States. 

As Sara M. Evans observes in Born for Liberty: A History of Women in America, 

'the romanticization of the family and the home reached even greater heights" in the 

south than in the north (88) . In the south. ·'a singular obsession with female chastity, 

especially before marriage" developed as a result (88) . Yet this "ideology of separate 

spheres," which placed white women "high on a pedestal ," was founded on an economy 

and society which existed through "the bedrock of slavery" (88-89). "White men's guilt 

about their own sexual transgressions may have been one driving force , demanding 

obeisance to female purity" (89). These concepts obviously influenced William Faulkner 

and emerge with ferocious intensity in many of his works. 
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By the 1920s, however, a new revision of woman ' s image began to occur. There 

was now the "middle class" college-educated woman, who was " frequently unmarried 

and self-supporting," who chose to have "a career of paid work," usually involving social 

causes, rather than "traditional domesticity in marriage" (Evans 14 7). A second image 

was of the young, single working-class girl , usually a factory worker or a domestic, 

referred to as the "bachelor girl" because she '·sought pleasure and autonomy" (Evans 

161). The radical ideas of Havelock Ellis and Sigmund Freud were widely disseminated. 

"Women's right to sexual pleasure and experimentation" was being espoused by radicals 

such as Emma Goldman and Margaret Sanger, as was "women ' s right to voluntary 

motherhood without sacrificing their sexuality" (Evans 162). As Evans records, however, 

while this new generation of educated women "used their growing autonomy to explore 

the possibilities of expressive individualism and the erotic" within the heterosexual 

community, it was occurring during "a time when contraceptive information was 

considered pornographic and illegal ," which resulted in a '·complex and restricted" 

revolution for women ( 162). As the middle class acknowledged "the existence of female 

sexuality" and "sexual pleasure separate from procreative intention" ( 177), a new ideal of 

marriage resulted "in which romantic love, sexual pleasure, and companionship were 

central" the companionate marriage ( 178). The image of the flapper and woman ' s 

portrayal in movies further reinforced these new concepts of the modem woman. 

Sociologically speaking, then, by the time of Faulkner's writing of The Wild 

Palms. begun in September 1937, woman ' s image, previously established as inferior, 

opposite duplicitous, ambiguous, and demonic, had begun to change dramatically as 

women sought an "individualistic ethos" (Evans 161 ). Meanwhile, the idealized male 

image had remained static and intact--locked in a time warp. Men were still envisioned 

u all that women were not. The movement for women ' s equality and the Great 

Depression did much to change this static image of masculinity. 
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Prior to the Industrial Revolution and the Victorian concept of separate spheres, 

men and women, often entire families , worked side by side in a subsistence economy as 

they "ran farms , shops, or businesses together," writes Jessie Bernard in "The Good 

Provider Role : Its Rise and Fall" (204) . Man was not considered "the provider," defined 

as "one whose wife did not have to enter the labor force ," until the change from a 

subsistence economy to an economy based on money (Bernard 204). The good provider 

role developed in the United States around the 1830s "as a specialized male role" 

(Bernard 204). " It marked a new kind of marriage." with the wife becoming dependent 

on the male, while simultaneously it created gendered work space and gendered work 

groups, reinforcing both capitalism and patriarchy (Bernard 204). Again, however, it 

simultaneously locked males into a new and rigid role of masculine identity, that of the 

good provider. Men were now judged by their ability to provide for their families. 

When they could not live up to this new community norm, they were "effectively 

castrated" (207). While most men lived with the "degradation" of the "assault on the 

good provider role" by the Great Depression, many often abandoned their families to 

retain their masculinity (216) . White men in particular were not "able to live up to the 

standards they were accustomed to" as male breadwinner and were shamed in front of 

their women (Evans 199). "Contraception became commonplace" and legal by 1936, but 

was intended primarily "to prevent the birth of children families could not afford" (Evans 

200). As "birth rates plummeted," paradoxically for women the family became "a refuge 

from the ravages of the Depression" and "the cultural perception of woman as wife and 

mother assumed renewed force" (Evans 200). 
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Gender and Power Trade-Offs 

In traditional patriarchal societies, women are considered the expressive 

individuals, Joseph H. Pleck notes in "Men 's Power With Women, Other Men, and 

Society." In normal male-female relationships, women are expected to experience 

"achievement only vicariously through the achievements of men" (21 ). Conversely. 

women's dependence on male achievement leads to a corollary: men are expected to 

experience emotion only vicariously through women. Inexpressiveness becomes a trait of 

masculinity, with some men able to ·'feel emotionally alive" only " through their 

relationships with women" (2 1 ). Men who are emotionally expressive have been 

perceived by society, until very recentl y, as feminine or less masculine . Faulkner' s Harry, 

with his inability to keep a clear head and to control his emotional reactions throughout 

the novel, can be viewed as overly-expressive or feminine. In turn, Charlotte. with her 

lack of emotionalism, can be viewed as inexpressive or masculine. 

A second type of power men see women having is that of masculine-validation. 

Pleck observes that in a traditional masculine society, " to experience oneself as masculine 

requires that women play their prescribed role of doing the things that make men feel 

masculine" (21 ). Two specific and important assigned roles women play which validate 

males are that of sex object and mother. Woman, in becoming a receptive sex object for 

mans sexual gratification, supports male validation of masculinity through sexual 

performance. Male virility is also validated visi bly through the ac t of procreation and 

pregnancy. In turn, of course. these validations give women certain power over men. By 

giving up their chastity to men in sexual gratification and in motherhood, women are 

empowered to use sex by withholding it, and also have the right to expect protection of 

their chastity. Because women validate masculinity through motherhood, they, in tum, 

have the right to be provided for at least during the time of maternity and the year after. 

As Pleck observes, these types of "systematic power dynamics" that occur in our society 
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between men and women could not exist without similar types of power dynamics 

operating in male relationships as well (23). 

Pleck continues noting that in traditional patriarchal society, "men create 

hierarchies and rankings amongst themselves based on the concept of masculinity" and 

they compete with each other at each level for the distinctive rewards allowed in a 

patriarchal system (23). Our society, Pleck observes. stratifies young men according to 

physical strength and athletic ability. while success with women and the ability to make 

money are the determining characteristics in stratifying older men (23). Michael Kimmel 

and Martin Levine, in ·'Men and AIDS," examine the relationship between masculinity 

and risk-taking, basing their examination on the idea of masculinity as a cultural construct 

(320). Men, note Kimmel and Levine, learn gender-appropriate behavior. The cultural 

ideology of masculinity in the United States is based around several concepts: a 

willingness to take risks, an ability to experience pain or discomfort and not submit to it. 

a compelling force to accumulate (money, power, sex partners. experiences) and a 

purposeful avoidance of anything that resembles femininity (Kimmel and Levine 320). 

These same norms "shape male sexuality" (320) . ·'Real men" are .. rational, successful , 

and daring in sex" (320). They separate emotion from sexuality, have sex without love 

and are focused primarily on self-gratification, conclude Kimmel and Levine (320). 

Using these criteria for evaluating Harry in The Wild Palms, one finds him lacking in 

masculinity. 
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Chapter 3 

Charlotte/Charley 

"And out of what one sees and hears and out 
Of what one feels , who could have thought to make 

So many selves, so many sensuous worlds." 

Wallace Stevens, "Esthetique du Mal" 

"Let's dont [sic] even eat tonight. Hurry . Run . ... I have almost forgotten how" 

(196), Charlotte exclaims after seeing Bill and Buckner off on the mine train in Utah.s 

After six weeks without sex , Charlotte dashes for the cabin . But Harry does not run; he 

walks behind Charlotte to the cabin, watching her and thinking that she should have never 

worn pants. While Harry admires Charlotte ' s fine figure from behind, Charlotte, with her 

lustier sexual nature, takes what is traditionally judged the more aggressi ve male action--

shucking her clothes as quickly as she can while running for the cabin. Charlotte and 

Harry spend that whole first evening alone in bed, taking time not even to rise to prepare 

or eat supper. 

Obviously both Charlotte ' s body and her keen sexuality are central to The Wild 

Palms. After losing her sculpting job in Chicago, Charlotte, in her most feminine manner 

and dress, prepares dinner, cleans up the kitchen and goes to the bedroom. She returns, 

approaches Harry, who is reading, and demands, "Get your clothes off .. . The hell with 

it. I can still bitch" (Charlotte's phrase for initiating sex) (93) . It is this intense and 

earthy sexuality that prompts Charlotte to continue having spontaneous, unprotected 

sexual intercourse with Harry--even after her douche bag bursts. This same natural , 

vehement sexuality--ordinarily considered masculine even though demonstrated by 
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Charlotte--prompts many critics to condemn her to bear the "sole" responsibility for the 

couple ' s doomed love. Again, it is ironic that Harry is not seen as responsible for a plight 

precipitated by his inability to fulfill the role of "sole" good provider, while Charlotte, as 

"sole" initiator and provider in her role as male validator through sexual gratification. is 

condemned. I suspect that critics' inappropriate response to Charlotte has much to do 

with her refusal to play the role of passive sex object. While she gratifies Harry sexually, 

she simultaneously satisfies herself Her aggressive sexuality acts not to validate Harry ' s 

masculinity but rather to question and challenge it, thus precipitating the crucial sexual 

identity crisis in Harry that leads to his flight to Utah. 

It is important to remember. as Laurie A. Bernhart in "Being Worthy Enough": 

The Tragedy of Charlotte Rittenrneyer" effectively demonstrates, that Charlotte's story is 

told essentially "through the limited vision of flawed , incomplete men not capable of 

accurate perceptions or clear understanding" (352). Harry's limited knowledge of 

women creates a discrepancy between his "observations and analysis of Charlotte ' s 

behavior and Charlotte ' s actual motivations," a discrepancy not always "perceived by 

critics" (Bernhardt 352). On this I must agree . This typically Faulknerian technique of 

exposition--portrayal of the central female character through male eyes--is also used to 

sketch Addie Bundren in As I Lay Dying and Caddy Compson in The Sound and the 

EY!"y. These strong female characters also demonstrate similar strong masculine 

characteristics as well as deep sensuality--in short, androgyny. 

In addition to perceiving specific masculine traits in her aggressive sexuality, 

many critics primarily see Charlotte as masculine because of her role as artist (Clarke 

109). Faulkner usually reserves this role for men, making Charlotte ' s portrayal as an 

artist in The Wild Palms unusual. Yet, as Clarke demonstrates, in the novel Charlotte 

creates both literally and figuratively (I 09) . Her creations: sculptures and babies . 

Charlotte 's 'get" is tangible and physical. One can see and touch it. Her creations begin 
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as abstract ideas which are then rendered concrete. But, as Clarke observes, Charlotte 

refuses to connect art and motherhood to the concept of creativity; she does not relate 

[pro]creation to art. This, according to several critics, is where Charlotte goes astray. 

Bernhardt concurs, stating that this "flaw--her inability to see love, like art, as a creative, 

life-giving act--leads to her tragedy" (364 ). I disagree . 

Charlotte does see love as life-giving; she gives Harry life through her love. That 

is why Harry remarks to McCord at the train station that, somehow. Charlotte is mother to 

him. Harry realizes while at the lake that ··there is something in me she is not mistress to 

but mother" and " there is something in me you and she parented between you, that you 

are father of' ( 141 ). Harry realizes that he has been reborn through Charlotte ' s love--and 

lust--for him. But Charlotte does not believe that love and sexuality must result in 

[pro]creation to be life-giving. Thus she uses douches for birth control. Bernhardt's 

argument regarding Charlotte 's failure to make the connection between art, creativity, and 

motherhood as [pro ]creator seems, as Clarke observes, to "condemn her for rejecting 

motherhood" ( 116) while simultaneously reinforcing the masculine validation concept of 

woman as sex object whose role is to gratify and to validate man. The most visible 

validation of masculinity achieved through sexual intercourse is a pregnant female. 

Accepting this premise, the idea that a woman in love must [pro ]create life or she is not a 

woman--or at least a good woman--binds a woman to her biological sex. Charlotte 

neither believes nor accepts this, something she makes clear to Harry in the beginning of 

their relationship, when she tells him that she likes "bitching and making things with my 

hands. I dont think that's too much to be pern1itted to like, to want to have and keep" 

(88). 

As Clarke suggests, Charlotte does not want maternal creative power. True. In 

fact she abdicates it, leaving home, husband and children to live illegally and, most 

critics contend, immorally with Harry . It is ironic that while Charlotte is glad not to be 
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married or to " look married, thank God" ( 1 08) , the real estate agent "can smell" that 

Harry and Charlotte are not married just as the older doctor can tell by looking at 

Charlotte that she has had children, "at least one" (II) . Charlotte cannot, try as she 

might, escape what is culturally expected of her: marriage and motherhood. The fear that 

all women will adopt an attitude similar to Charlotte's--that being a mother, not giving 

birth just "hurts too much"--is still perceived as a threat to masculinity and society, even 

though maternity is itself a threat to male autonomy. 

Just as maternity is threatening to male autonomy, Clarke reflects, "the choice to 

terminate a pregnancy uncovers male impotence and the fragility of masculine identity," 

fully "causing gender identity to overrun its expected boundaries" ( 111-12). As a result, 

all manner of male and female stereotypes come into question . It is not untypical of 

Faulkner to question cultural concepts of gender throughout his works, but The Wild 

Palms does it with intensity by using "the fixity of women ' s biological difference" to 

paradoxically challenge "the boundaries of gender ( 112). Even though Charlotte is 

labeled masculine by most critics, Harry himself continually remarks on her femininity. 

While Charlotte demonstrates some masculine traits , it must be remembered, Clarke 

asserts, that Charlotte " lives as a woman and dies a woman's death" (112). By gendering 

Charlotte as masculine, as many critics have, Clarke suggests "a reluctance to classify as 

feminine a woman who speaks her desires clearly and asserts her will forcefull y. It is less 

threatening to speak of masculine women than to admit that masculinity itself may be a 

flawed concept" (112) . Yet, in relabeling Charlotte feminine. one shows femininity as 

equally flawed because of an unwillingness to accept human traits and characteristics-

male or female--in androgynous harmony in a human being. 

While Bernhardt' s work has done much to influence and change mainstream 

critical thought regarding Charlotte ' s characterization, Janet Carey Eldred ' s work must be 

acknowledged as equally important. In "Faulkner's Still Life : Art and Abortion in The 
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Wild Palms," Eldred puts Charlotte and Harry ' s situation into a social and historical 

framework. She effectively traces the implications of the Great Depression on men ' s role 

as breadwinner and the social issues regarding abortion and unwanted pregnancy during 

that time. Eldred effectively demonstrates that these social issues are addressed 

powerfully and realistically by Faulkner, in particular in the scenes at the mine in Utah 

when he connects "childbirth with oppression," thereby presenting ·'a powerful visual 

argument against procreation as a "natural" end to female sexuality" and making The 

Wild Palms a "social problem" novel as well as a story about gender (Eldred 141 ). One 

learns that Charlotte's choice of birth control--the douche--is probably the best commonly 

available birth control for women at the time (Eldred 141 ). Charlotte wants freedom of 

choice in her sexual relationship--a desire perceived as masculine--but she is not 

promiscuous or irresponsible in her sexuality--a trait accepted as feminine. Charlotte 

decides to disconnect procreation from sexuality, a masculine characteristic, and she does 

so consciously and responsibly, a feminine quality--because the double standard makes 

the woman responsible for preventing pregnancy. Harry. however. takes no 

responsibility for birth control , even though he is a medically and scientifically trained 

individual (masculine traits) and could have easily and responsibly used condoms to 

insure more effective birth control. 

Charlotte, in explaining to Harry that she is sixteen days past her period, tells him 

how her douche bag froze and "burst" that first passionate night they were alone in the 

cabin. Clarke observes that for Charlotte "sexuality leads inexorably toward death" 

(115). Probably more contributory to Charlotte's death than her intense sexual desire, 

though is her naive belief in the power of ideal love. Charlotte explains her carelessness 

to Harry: 

I remember somebody telling me once, 1 was young then, that when 
people loved, hard, really loved each other, they didn ' t have children, the 
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seed got burned up in the love, the passion. Maybe I believed it. Wanted 
to believe it because I didn ' t have a douche bag any more . Or maybe I just 
hoped. Anyway it ' s done. (205) 

While her intense sexual desire causes Charlotte to be careless, it is her innocent belief in 

ideal love--a love that is "all honeymoon, always .. . Either heaven, or hell . . . no ... 

peaceful purgatory . .. Forever and ever, until one of us dies" (83)--which allows 

Charlotte to use wish fulfillment as a form of birth control. It is as ineffective as Harry. 

It is important to note that Charlotte speaks infrequently, although several critics 

perceive her differently . And , when she does speak, she speaks, as Bernhardt mentions. 

"carefully." She is direct, honest and level-headed--traits which in language are usually 

associated with masculinity. When she has difficulty getting through to Harry, she tries 

to use the language he understands best: money. She does not try to diminish any of the 

difficulties they face as a couple--a masculine trait. Rather than finding this honesty and 

directness refreshing in a woman, several critics find it inappropriate. It is ironic that 

feminine qualities in a man--like Harry--are attractive to a woman like Charlotte but, to a 

traditional male critic, masculine characteristics in a woman are offensive. Charlotte is as 

intuitive as she is direct, often perceiving Harry ' s very thoughts . Her understanding of 

Harry is far greater than his of her. But Charlotte is coming at things from both 

perspectives--masculine and feminine. While Bernhardt finds Charlotte ' s '·fusion of her 

masculine and her all -too-feminine qualities'' problematic , I do not. Remember Charlotte 

was the only sister in a household with three brothers. As Faulkner perceives this 

character, growing up in a male dominated household probably encouraged Charlotte to 

adapt by assuming the positive attributes associated with masculinity while 

simultaneously accepting the positive qualities of femininity . 

Charlotte seeks an abortion, not because she is selfish and wants sex without 

consequences, as some critics charge, but because she knows that given their 

circumstances (both are unable to keep steady jobs although Charlotte finds it easier to 
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find employment than Harry does), they cannot afford to bring a child into the world. 

Charlotte is a realist. That is why she tells Harry: " I can starve and you can starve but 

not it" (205) . It is important to note that Faulkner has Charlotte refer to the fetus as " it."9 

Charlotte calmly uses both logic--a masculine quality--and emotion--a feminine attribute

-in her arguments with Harry about the need for an abortion. As she emphasizes that they 

'cant afford to have it," Charlotte again employs the language of money, which Harry 

understands. When Harry refuses, Charlotte clarifies by saying: "All right ... Maybe 

we can find a doctor to do it when we go out next week" (206) . Harry, shaking her, 

adamantly shouts "No!" (206). Again Charlotte calmly clarifies: "You mean no one else 

shall do it, and you wont?" (206). " Yes! That's what I mean! That ' s exactly what I 

mean!" Harry replies (206). While trying to impose his will on Charlotte, Harry can 

possibly be perceived as masculine because of his physical forcefulness. In reality, 

though, Harry is merely reacting emotionally. characteristically feminine. While trying to 

deny Charlotte the right to an abortion, Harry is forced to admit that he is afraid, not so 

much of doing the abortion but of taking the risk of losing Charlotte to complications of 

the abortion. His unwillingness to take a risk and his admitted vulnerability to love can 

both be perceived as feminine traits . Harry spends the next week trudging through waist

deep snowdrifts trying to convince himself that he is outside, not to avoid seeing 

Charlotte, but rather because he "cant breathe in there [the cabin]" (207).1 0 Even in the 

frozen wasteland ofUtah, away from law and society, there are certain laws of reality 

Harry cannot escape, in particular the realities of nature and biology. 

While Harry tries mentally to block out Charlotte ' s pregnancy by 

compartmentalizing it, yet is unable to , Charlotte remains level-headed and controlled-

masculine traits--by refusing to be drawn into quarrels. Meanwhile, Harry, in 

desperation, uses magical thinking to convince himself that an abortion pill exists: 

"whores use them, they are supposed to work. something must; it cant be this difficult, 
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this much of a price" (208) . Harry simply cannot accept that aborting the fetus--paying 

the supreme price for love--is their only way out. He has tried to freeze their love in 

time--to create a still life--but has failed, just as Charlotte, who has wanted to capture the 

motion and speed of the buck on paper, could not. Harry, in denial , does what he 

considers masculine; he makes another decision. He decides they must go south where it 

is warmer and cheaper to live and he can find work so they "can afford a baby." He 

convinces himself he will find a job, any job. He will even "'set up as a professional 

abortionist," (208) establishing the fact that Harry is not anti-abortion in general , only as 

regards Charlotte. Subconsciously, Harry still wants validation of his masculinity, and 

the baby would give him the most visible sign of it. 

Although Charlotte still wants autonomy, she leaves with Harry for Texas. She 

takes the abortion pills mixed with alcohol as he directs, but these do nothing. Now 

Harry and Charlotte do quarrel. And when they argue, Charlotte points out: " We cant 

help it. It's not us now. That's why: dont you see? I want it to be us again, quick, 

quick" (21 0). Harry thinks of " it" as their "love child" not realizing that the baby will 

forever alter their love and sexual relationship . It will never again be just the two of them 

in "honeymoon always" (83). Charlotte ' s love for Harry is exclusive; it is that wildly 

passionate and abandoned love that can only exist between adults. Now there is an 

intruder, forming a constant triangle. Charlotte knows, through experience, that the 

triangle will only become more complicated after the child is born because the baby's 

needs will always have to be met first. Charlotte already has left her children for Harry. 

Now Faulkner has created a situation where Harry is forced into a similar choice for 

Charlotte. And, depending on his decision and his actions, Harry may place himself 

outside the boundaries of masculinity and patriarchy forever. 

Harry fmally tries logic to convince Charlotte to have what Eldred terms a .. relief' 

baby in a charity ward and give it up temporarily until he gets a job. Charlotte again 
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I said they [children] hurt too much. Too damned much" (217). Charlotte 

her decision, having given up her children for love; she will not be forced to do 

"Bone of my bone, blood and flesh and even memory of 

_ .. IANfandjlesh and memory" (217). Harry says, "But this will be ours" (217). Only 

cbs Harry finally realize that "this was it, this was exactly it" (217). Clearly, Harry 

•IIDOtlODall'r identified the fetus that Charlotte is carrying as part of himself, sounding 

-Del\' feminine, as he refers to the fetu s not as .. if' but ·'this" ' which will become 

Charlotte, in the more masculine fashion , does not allow herself to do that. In 

role reversal created most effectively by Faulkner, Harry identifies immediately 

baby she is carrying--something society, and most critics, expect instead of 

But Charlotte, in her masculine, logical fashion, has made her decision before 

the relationship and she has not waivered. She wants sexual autonomy in their 

•IIIISIM'Jp, has tried to achieve it but failed (because of limited birth control resources 

--·--.~ spoor decision to leave for Utah in the dead of winter). Charlotte, however, 

ofher harmonious androgyny, can compartmentalize and remain in control--

a physical reality--a living being growing, stirring, and moving inside her--and 

have to recognize and relate to "it" as such logically as well as emotionally . 

till Harry cannot say "yes" or "all right" to Charlotte. He can only say it on a 

to himself while he holds out his hand and notes that it does not shake. 

-;be ultimate last of his courage and manhood leave," Harry says to himself: 

he will be in the fourth month soon" (217) . He knows that after that time--
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quickening--it will become too dangerous to do the abortion and Charlotte will have to 

acquiesce . But again Harry demonstrates his lack of real understanding of Charlotte ' s 

determined nature. To stop the constant quarreling about the pregnancy, Charlotte calls a 

"compact": neither will mention " it" again until the date of her next period, thirteen days 

away. Charlotte, demonstrating her feminine intuitiveness. verbalizes what Harry has 

been thinking--that she will then be four months along and after that time it will be too 

risky to perform the operation. During the compact Harry is to look for "a good job that 

will support three of us" (218). But Charlotte, "quietly, gently, slowly, as if he [Harry] 

were a child just learning English ," explains that if he has not found a good job by then , 

he will have to perform the abortion (218). 

When Charlotte agrees to postpone any action, she does so because she realizes by 

this time that Harry wants the baby--needs the baby--as validation of his masculinity . 

Charlotte has tried everything she knows to bring Harry around to forgetting society, 

responsibility, and masculinity and into harmonious androgyny in gender identity, but she 

has failed. Only after Harry himself again fails in the role of good provider--he is only 

able to get a job as a W.P.A. school crossing guard paying ten dollars a week--does 

Charlotte, crying, boil the water and fetch the instruments for the abortion . Harry, hands 

trembling, tries to reassure himself how simple it is . Charlotte reinforces that by saying, 

I will be all right and it will be us again forever and ever" (220). By trying to reassure 

Harry, Charlotte equates doing the abortion with having sexual intercourse, saying, 

We've done this lots of ways but not with knives .. . Ride me down, Harry" (221 ). 

Charlotte's analogy is inappropriate. This procedure calls for decisive action but Harry 

has been consistently passive in their sexual relationship . It is no wonder Harry's hand 

loses its cunning. The instrument slips and Harry perforates Charlotte's uterus, causing 

her later to develop septicemia and die . 11 

Bernhardt, whose assessment of Charlotte is predominantly favorable , insists that 
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Charlotte 's ' 'contradictions--the fusion of her masculine and her all-too-feminine 

qualities" are her major flaw and her downfall. I argue that on the contrary it is exactly 

this fusion, this harmonious gender identity, this androgyny, that makes Charlotte a tragic 

hero. It is actually Charlotte's gendered male-dominated world, a place where Charlotte is 

defined solely by her biology and her body, that brings about her tragic end. Charlotte· s 

rejection of motherhood--her decision to have an abortion in order to regain control of life 

and body--results in her death. She is willing to sacrifice everything: husband , children, 

and fmally , life itself for freedom of identity, an identity she refuses to derive from 

procreation and motherhood. While Charlotte seems to transform and transcend her 

societally imposed gender identity with harmonious androgyny, biologically she is still 

female. All her male or female characteristics--the level of her comfort in her androgyny

-do not alter this fact. This is why Charlotte dies. Despite the fact that Charlotte is, as 

Harry acknowledges, "not only a better man and a better gentleman" and "better" than 

'everything ... will ever be" (207), Charlotte is still subject to her biological nature . 

That she has rejected that specific nature intellectually is unimportant. Yet in the end, 

Clarke is correct: "Despite her tragic and wasteful death, Charlotte stands as one of 

Faulkner's strongest women" ( 115). 
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Chapter 4 

One is not born but becomes a man.12 

Harry Wilbourne. waking on his 27th birthday, lies on his steel cot and wonders if 

his life is to be spent as the past years seem--as if passively floating on his back 

effortlessly and without volition on "an unreturning stream" (34). Harry seems to see 

"the empty years in which his youth had vanished--the years for wild oats and for daring, 

for the passionate tragic ephemeral loves of adolescence ... the wild importunate 

fumbling flesh, which had not been for him" (34) Harry lounges there peacefully, feeling 

as "a middleaged eunuch" might, looking "back upon the dead time before his alteration" 

(34). Harry believes that he has .. repudiated money and hence love. No t abjured it. 

repudiated' (34). Harry has not renounced love--or sexuality--but has rejected it as 

incompatible with his life goals and career choices. In a few years Harry will "know to be 

true" what he believes "to be true :" he will "not even need to want it" (33-34). Harry 

confuses love and sexuality with infatuation. 

Harry Wilbourne, goal-directed. rigid and sexually uninitiated, has led a frugal, 

austere and monastic existence in emotional isolation. He made this choice out of 

necessity. Harry, orphaned at age two, inherited two thousand dollars from his doctor

father to complete his medical school education. While that amount seemed .. amply 

sufficient" to his father, it left Harry constantly battling "his dwindling bank account 

against the turned pages of his text books" and having ·'nothing left over for squiring 

girls" (31-32). Consequently Harry has learned to equate love and sexuality with a need 

for money. He has lived his life in constant repression, never taking risks or chances and 

refusing to allow himself to experience love--or sexuality. 
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Impulsively, and totally out of character, Harry crashes a bohemian party with a 

fellow intern and meets Charlotte Rittenmeyer. Turning to Charlotte, also known as 

Charley, Harry Wilbourne " sees" a "young woman" wearing "a print cotton dress," 

probably "under twenty-five" years of age, who is "a good deal shorter than he" (38) : a 

'dark-haired woman" with "yellow eyes" " like a eat ' s," 13 "prominent cheekbones and a 

heavy jaw" (5) . Harry observes that her face is not pretty. Momentarily he thinks 

Charlotte is ' 'fat. " but quickly realizes instead that her body has a .. broad, simple, 

profoundly delicate and feminine articulation of Arabian mares" (38). Harry learns that 

Charlotte is a sculptor, the wife of Francis ( "Rat") Rittenmeyer, and the mother of two 

young daughters, two years and four years of age. Except for being a sculptor, the most 

masculine of arts , Charlotte, as represented initially through Harry ' s eyes, seems here, as 

Clarke asserts, "profoundly feminine. " 

After speaking with Harry for a few minutes, Charlotte stares intently at him 

expecting a response. Harry believes that Charlotte stares at him " like a man might" (39) 

at a woman. But one must keep in mind, there is a disparity between Harry ' s 

understanding of Charlotte ' s behavior and her actual motivations . Remember that Harry , 

orphaned at two and motherless prior to that time (ironic if his mother died in childbirth) , 

was raised by one of two half-sisters, both more than 16 years older than he. Harry ' s 

"limited experience with women" leaves him with a "stereotype derived from 

inexperience" and with an " inability to understand Charlotte" (Bernhardt 352). The 

intensity of Charlotte ' s stare causes Harry to lose control and he begins hurriedly to 

babble as a debutante might: "I borrowed this suit [Flint's tuxedo] . It ' s the first time in 

my life I ever had one on." 

Without intending to and not knowing what he is going to say, Harry quickly 

continues: "This is my birthday. I'm twenty-seven years old" (39) . Harry describes 

himself silently as "drowning, volition and will , in the yellow stare" (39) . Harry is 
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effeminate and inexperienced in this scene . Charlotte has become the "'stream" but Harry 

is no longer floating passively. Instead he is ·'drowning" in her gaze, losing all ability to 

choose to reject love and sexuality willfully. Harry is falling in "love at first sight" with 

Charlotte but, because he has neither social graces nor heterosexual experience, he 

behaves like a chaste adolescent girl. Harry ' s reaction, while understandable given his 

naivete, can also be viewed as over-expressiveness, a feminine trait. Charlotte, however, 

fmds Harry's awkwardness and innocence refreshingly attractive and she invites him 

home for a family dinner later that week. Rather than validating Harry ' s masculinity, 

Charlotte here reinforces Harry ' s feminine expressiveness. 

In the living room after dinner with the Rittenmeyer famil y, Rat questions Harry 

about his profession .. as the president of a college fraternity might ask of a pledge from 

the medical school" ( 42) . Again this is Harry's assessment; he perceives himself on a 

lower level of status of masculinity in his relationship with Francis. At 10 p.m. , Harry 

tries to take his leave of the couple but Charlotte urges him to stay. Rat excuses himself 

to go to bed at 10:30, leaving them alone together. Charlotte asks : " What to do about it, 

Harry?" Harry replies: "I dont know. I never was in love before" ( 42) . Charlotte replies 

that she has been in love but also does not know what to do. Again, while Charlotte ' s 

direct and simple language has been considered masculine by many critics, I believe 

Clark is correct in her assessment: ·'when she does use language she articulates her ideas 

clearly" (116). Additionally, as Clarke observes, if mastering language is identified as a 

masculine trait, "Harry comes up short" ( 114 ). 

Charlotte offers to call a cab for Harry. When he declines, saying he will walk the 

three miles back to the hospital , Charlotte asks, "Are you that poor?" Money, Charlotte 

will quickly learn, is a language Harry understands well. Charlotte offers to pay for the 

cab. When Harry declines, she correctly senses through feminine intuition that Harry 

does not want to take Rat's money and offers to use her own savings if that will make a 
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difference. While trying to spare Harry--thinking that taking Rat ' s money is the problem-

-Charlotte creates an even more difficult situation for Harry. Inadvertently, for the first 

time in the novel , she has challenged his masculinity and his ability to be a good provider. 

Still , for Harry it is love at first sight--infatuation--and for the next six weeks the 

couple meet four more times for lunch downtown in Vieux Carre places affordable for 

Harry on the two dollars a week he has been sending home to repay his sister's loan. At 

one such meeting, Charlotte tells Harry that she has told Rat about their lunches. For 

their fifth meeting they plan a lunchtime rendezvous at a hotel instead, and Charlotte 

assumes Harry is worldly enough to take care of the arrangements. While this could be 

an opportunity for male validation, it turns out otherwise. Harry has no idea how to go 

about such a tryst but is "certain that she [Charlotte] would know." But he does not ask 

Charlotte what to do , fearing he "might at some later time believe that she had done this 

before and that even if she had, he did not want to know it" ( 44 ). Harry begins hi s affair 

with Charlotte by completely denying her sexual experience. Harry asks Flint, hi s party-

crashing roommate, what to do. When Harry turns to Flint for information on handling 

his rendezvous, he essentially relegates himself to an unequal power level , thereby further 

diminishing his masculinity. 

At the last minute, inside the hotel room, Charlotte backs down . She will not 

have their love affair taking place in "back alleys" ( 46). Here Charlotte ' s use of that term 

foreshadows her death as a result of Harry 's botched abortion. This scene is particularly 

ironic because Charlotte's decision protects Harry 's chastity (defending his honor, in a 

reversal of masculine/feminine roles). which he so desperately wants to lose . ·'Not like 

this Jesus, not like this ," Charlotte says. As Charlotte beats her clenched fists on Harry's 

chest, he steadies her. She describes her passion for Harry as "more than somebody with 

a physique I just leched for all of a sudden" ( 4 7). Charlotte sees what she and Harry have 

together as art: 
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I told you how I wanted to make things, take the fine hard clean brass or 
stone and cut it, no matter how hard, how long it took, cut into something 
fine , that you could be proud to show, that you could touch, hold, see the 
behind side of it and feel the fine solid weight so when you dropped it 
it wouldn ' t be the thing that broke it would be the foot it dropped on 
except it 's the heart that breaks and not the foot , if I have a heart. ( 4 7) 

Love, as Charlotte describes it, is an art object, an abstraction, which when 

"dropped" results in a "broken heart." an abstraction in reality. Charlotte does not want a 

brief sexual encounter but rather she envisions and speaks to Harry of a grand passion. In 

wanting to be honorable, most often perceived a masculine trait , Charlotte wonders if she 

is instead heartless, viewed as a feminine characteristic, realizing she has "bitched it" for 

Harry. As she reaches out to "touch him," Harry, realizing "what she was about," twists 

"his hips away," telling Charlotte not to "worry" about him; he 's "all right" ( 4 7). Then 

Harry offers her a cigarette. This scenario is ironically comic as it is usually associated 

with the completion of the sexual act. This scene is key to the parody of Hemingway's A 

Farewell to Arms. 

In A Farewell to Arms, Frederic Henry and Catherine Barkley (unmarried lovers) 

go to a hotel across the street from the train station. Catherine wonders if they should 

check in the way they are, ''without luggage" ( 151 ). In The Wild Palms, Faulkner creates 

a comic scene, having Harry pack wrapped bricks in a suitcase for check-in. In A 

Farewell to Arms, the couple's room is decorated in "red plush and brass" with "many 

mirrors" and satin on the bed (151 -52). Although not a bordello, it is obviously a hotel 

which specializes in sexual and illicit liaisons. Harry and Charlotte, however, are in a 

room with a "single dingy window" ( 46). Although Hemingway 's Catherine is already 

pregnant and has refused to marry Frederic for fear she will be sent back home from the 

frontline, she tells him she feels like a whore. Despite this , Catherine quickly acquiesces 

to Frederic sexually. Afterwards. Catherine comments, " It 's a fine room" (153) and states 

that they should have stayed there their whole time together. Catherine, Frederic· s "good 
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girl ," is, as she says, certainly his (153). Charlotte and Catherine are as diametrically 

opposed as two women can be, and this is exactly how Faulkner wished Charlotte to be. 

Charlotte, who is a "better man" than Harry, refuses to enter a relationship feeling like a 

whore . Yet, in this same scene and unnoticed by most critics, Charlotte talks about 

marriage. 

"So that ' s that. And no divorce," (47) Charlotte observes. Harry responds : "No 

divorce?" ( 4 7). Charlotte tells Harry that, hypothetically, she spoke with Rat about 

having an affair. Harry is stunned to hear that Charlotte has spoken with Rat about their 

relationship, but he should not be. Charlotte has already indicated that Rat knows about 

their lunches together. Charlotte ' s code of honor--whether right or wrong--is another 

parody of Hemingway' s code of honor in his characters . Charlotte observes that in New 

Orleans, a divorce judge would probably be Catholic, making it even more unlikely for a 

divorce to be granted. Charlotte says "there ' s just one other thing. And it seems I cant do 

that" (48) . Harry assumes--incorrectly--that Charlotte means that she cannot leave her 

children. But Charlotte tells him that she means that neither of them have enough money 

to leave town together. In this scene Charlotte seems not anti -marriage, and would 

consider it with Harry, but, rather, is again trapped between traditional patriarchy, its laws 

which favor men, and societal mores. This often overlooked scene sheds new light on the 

critical judgment of Charlotte as the amoral seductress of Harry. 

In the hotel room, Charlotte again talks to Harry in terms he can understand: the 

language of money. As mentioned earlier, Bernhardt stresses that Charlotte uses 

language infrequently but with great care (355) . She tells Harry that although she has 

saved her Christmas money from her brother for five years, it is "hardly enough to get 

two people to Chicago" ( 48)--one hundred twenty-five dollars . Charlotte knows Harry has 

no money but insists that he restate that fact so she can logically and sensibly accept the 

need to end their relationship (again, a view that seems masculine) . When they part 
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outside the hotel , as Harry spends his last two dollars on her cab fare, Charlotte cries out 

savagely, in an emotional and feminine manner, "Oh, you pauper, you damned pauper, 

you transparent fool. It ' s money again" (50). Then, magically, Harry finds a wallet 

containing twelve hundred eighty-seven dollars in a trash bin. 

Harry walks to the post office to mail the wallet to its Texas owner but has 

forgotten it is closed on Saturday. On returning to the hospital. he prepares the wallet for 

mailing and goes on duty. During his supper break Rat telephones Harry and informs him 

that Charlotte wants to speak with him. Charlotte speaks rapidly but calmly; she tells 

Harry that she has revealed everything to Rat about their aborted tryst. She continues, 

saying that the "only decent" thing to do now is to give Rat "a free shot," just as she had 

taken hers and "didn ' t make it" (53). Once again Charlotte ' s code of honor comes into 

play. Harry tells Charlotte he has the twelve hundred eighty-seven dollars . 

Alone, later that night in the laboratory, Harry cuts up the wallet and the 

identification cards, burns the shreds, and flushes the ashes down a toilet. His cold and 

calculated action is in no way influenced by Charlotte . This is one of Harry ' s few 

masculine decisive actions, and it is reinforced by Charlotte's willingness to leave Rat for 

Harry. Yet, as Clarke discerns, Harry begins their new life together "expelled from the 

realm of the Father" by setting himself "outside law and society" ( 112). This act of 

thievery is both immoral and illegal and is not emblematic of traditional society or 

masculinity. While Charlotte can be viewed as strongly validating Harry ' s masculinity by 

agreeing to leave with him, if one examines the situation carefully, one sees that in truth 

Charlotte validates Harry ' s feminine side as well. While Harry takes forceful action, his 

actions are based on emotion rather than logic--a feminine attribute--and are instrumental 

to the doomed outcome of this novel. Here Charlotte is validating Harry's androgyny. 

This particular scene also reinforces a common Faulknerian theme : actions speak louder 

than words. 
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In Chicago, after losing a second-rate job in a charity hospital. employment that is 

far below his education and status as a doctor, Harry stays at home writing pulp fiction 

under a woman's pseudonym. As Harry retreats from the male world of business into a 

domestic setting, he grows to like writing soft-core pornography and is no longer 

ashamed of the way he makes his living ( 132). In fact , "even apart from the money" 

(132), Harry enjoys writing it because his capacity for inventing "on the theme of female 

sex troubles" seems limitless . He finds " the depths of depravity of which the human 

invention is capable" an interesting source of learning (132-33). Harry ' s making up 

degrading sexual stories for women seems particularly ironic since he is so sexually 

passive in his relationship with Charlotte--he never once initiates sex. But Charlotte 

seems always ready for "bitchin." Harry ' s writing is not art, unlike Charlotte ' s sculpture. 

Harry, attempting to fulfill the role of good provider, prostitutes himself as an artist and 

as a doctor by using his education and medical knowledge to write trash. Even more 

perverse is the fact that he enjoys and learns from this pulp fiction . As his masculinity is 

further corrupted by his willingness to earn money any way possible, Harry slips lower on 

the rungs of the ladder of male hierarchy. Harry represents a corrupted, "flawed" 

inversion of art and masculinity. His perversion of his medical knowledge shows his 

corruption by society because of his need for money. But this perversion brings Harry 

vicarious sexual pleasure because he is in control. He feels more manly, or masculine, 

through his writing. 

Harry insists that they leave Chicago for Utah in the dead of winter because they 

can no longer preserve their love in the frozen city. Chicago has become a dungeon for 

him (126). At the train station, Harry tells McCord, "Of course we cant beat Them; we 

are doomed of course; that ' s why I am afraid. And not for me [sic]" ( 140). Acting 

irrationally in fear , perceived as a feminine trait, and feeling a sense of impending doom, 

using intuition or premonition, al so considered feminine. Harry illogically insists that 
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they leave Chicago. Of course, in the frozen wasteland of Utah, Charlotte becomes 

pregnant after her douche bag freezes and ruptures from the cold. One can therefore lay a 

great deal of the blame for Charlotte's pregnancy on the poor decisions Harry makes . 

In his role as good provider. a male-specific role , Harry is flawed as well . 

Charlotte works the entire time they live in Chicago, either on her sculptures or in the 

store to earn money for the household: Harry is not the "sole" good provider and 

Charlotte is not financially dependent on him, non-validation of his masculinity. Harry 

often has trouble finding and keeping a job. He is out of work for several weeks before 

he admits to Charlotte that he has been pretending to go to work daily while actually 

spending his days on a park bench. Harry' s difficulty with the good provider role 

foreshadows the compact that he and Charlotte later make in Texas. After reaching 

Texas, Charlotte agrees to have their baby if Harry can get a job that will provide for the 

three of them . Yet Harry is unable to do that, despite his boast to McCord in the train 

station: "Damn money. I can make all the money we need" (136). This is untrue, as 

McCord is well aware, further diminishing Harry's masculine image. 

While Harry may be trying to save face by his comments to McCord, he is again 

falling into "the trap of respectability" and female expressiveness. He needs to explain 

nothing to McCord; that is how masculine inexpressiveness works . In his attempt to 

explain why they are going to Utah in the dead of winter, Harry only comes across as 

foolish, afraid, rambling and irrational. Harry ' s "flawed" masculinity and over

abundance of feminine characteristics, his lack of harmonious androgyny, make him a 

social misfit. 

Harry sees his flight to Utah as an escape from respectability and money--the 

hardest roles society forces on him--a flight from the good provider role . "So I am 

vulnerable in neither money nor respectability now," Harry observes, foreshadowing the 

tragedy to come. Society will have to do something else to make Harry and Charlotte 
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conform to a world "without love--conform, or die" (140). Pleck notes that often when 

women "refuse to exercise their masculinity-validating power for men, many men feel 

lost and bereft and frantically attempt to force women back into their accustomed role" 

(22). While Harry's flight to Utah is viewed by most critics as an attempt to save their 

embattled love by trying to isolate it, by freezing or transfixing it in a winter wasteland, 

Harry is also limiting Charlotte ' s autonomy for self-serving reasons . One must remember 

that Harry makes the decision to leave Chicago only after Charlotte informs him that the 

department store is willing to keep her on until summer ( 126), which would allow her to 

continue sharing the role of good provider. Charlotte would continue in this masculine 

proscribed and prescribed role because Harry is inadequate. Subconsciously Harry hopes 

that in isolation, his masculinity will increase, either through validation by Charlotte or by 

a shift in her androgyny. 

Yet, in attempting to escape reality, nothing positive occurs in Charlotte and 

Harry's relationship. While they evade society temporarily, their physical situation is 

intolerable. Arriving at the mining camp, Harry finds that he is not needed as a physician. 

Because of language barriers, he cannot even communicate with the miners to let them 

know that he is a doctor. Harry could not succeed in the commercialized. mechanized 

male world of business, but he fares no better in the world of nature. Not needed for his 

professional skills, Harry finds himself even more out of his element in the wilderness, 

where he is totally vulnerable to Mother ature, than he was in Chicago. 

Whatever aspirations Harry has regarding fixing their love or regaining or 

asserting his failed masculinity, these aspirations are dashed in Utah, where Charlotte and 

he are forced to sleep in woolen underwear--Charlotte who always slept naked--four to a 

room, mattresses shoved together on the floor for warmth, with Bill and Buckner. 

Charlotte and Harry lie awake nightly. not making love or even whispering, as they listen 

to the "stallion-like surges," "panting moans" and "pure screams" of Bill and Buckner 
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(192). It is more than six weeks before Buckner and Bill leave and Charlotte and Harry 

have privacy for lovemaking. When they resume, the results are disastrous. 

Charlotte becomes pregnant and refuses to have the baby. Harry refuses to do an 

abortion and refuses to allow Charlotte to find a doctor who will. Harry makes the 

decision to leave for a warmer climate in hopes of stalling and finding a job where he can 

provide for a fan1ily. But, as already discussed, none of this happens. Harry. unable to 

fulfill the sole good provider role for Charlotte, much less support a baby, attempts the 

abortion and fails. His hand loses its cunning and Charlotte ' s uterus is perforated. As she 

becomes increasingly ill , the couple return to New Orleans so Charlotte can see her 

husband and her children one last time. Charlotte also returns Rat ' s cashier ' s check. But 

by this time, Harry is changed. He now imagines, probably quite correctly, the scene 

between Charlotte and Rat. 

Leaving New Orleans, the couple travel to the Gulf Coast of Mississippi, where 

Charlotte becomes critically ill and dies. Although Charlotte has demanded and extracted 

a promise from Harry to leave in order to escape punishment, Harry does not. The older 

doctor has Harry arrested for his crime. There is a brief outrageous trial in an outraged 

community. As Eldred acknowledges, the community shows its anger with Harry not so 

much because he has performed an abortion as because he performed an abortion on his 

adulterous mistress and his own child ( 146). Harry, found guilty. is sentenced to life in 

Parchman Prison. 

Rat, fulfilling Charlotte ' s imagined last request of him, brings Harry a single 

white tablet--a cyanide pill--so that he can take his own life. Harry wonders how his 

being dead" will help, and then he believes he understands (322). Harry refuses, 

thanking Rat: "I wish I knew I would do the same for you in my turn" (323). Of course 

Harry's response is ludicrous and another example of his feminine over-expressiveness. 

When Rat responds, " I' m not doing it for you ... Get that out of your damned head" 
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(323), Harry finally understands . "Of course . . . That last day in New Orleans. He 

promised her" (323). Harry realizes that it is after all "just memory, forever and 

inescapable, so long as there was flesh to titillate" (323) . Harry is now about "to get it , 

think it into words, so it was all right now" (323). Harry carefully takes the cigarette 

paper, places it on the floor with the pill on top . He slowly grinds the cyanide into dust 

and burns the paper. This scene is reminiscent of the scene at the beginning of Harry's 

affair with Charlotte when he ritua\\.stica\\y burns the wa\\et and its contents. As a reader. 

however, one was not given insight into Harry' s thoughts at that time. Now the reader is 

allowed into Harry ' s mind : 

memory could live in the old wheezing entrails: and now it did stand to 
his hand, incontrovertible and plain, serene, the palm clashing and 
murmuring dry and wild and faint and in the night but he could face it, 
thinking, Not could. Will. I want to. So it is the old meat after all, no 
matter how old. (324) 

Harry consciously chooses to continue a masturbatory sexual experience even in his grief 

over Charlotte because '·it wasn ' t just memory. Memory was just half of it. it wasn ·t 

enough" (324). But his experience is not to be construed as "in isolation," as one thinks 

ofthe tall convict in "Old Man. " 

Rather, as one reads on in the passage, one sees that Harry continues this sexual 

experience to keep Charlotte alive tangibly and tactilely as he thinks to himself: 

Because if memory exists outside of the flesh it wont be memory because it 
wont know what it remembers so when she became not then half of 
memory became not and if I become not than all of remembering will 
cease to be. -- Yes, ... between grief and nothing I will take grief (324) 

Harry realizes that half of memory is dead with Charlotte. If he kills himself, memory of 

Charlotte and their passionate love affair will cease to exist. Although physically 

Charlotte is dead, Harry realizes that her memory lives on through him. Only when he 
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ceases to be, and memory ceases with him. will their life and memories together be trul y 

dead. This is why Harry chooses life over death. In choosing to keep his half of memory 

alive--that part which includes Charlotte and their great passionate affair--through his 

acceptance of grief at the tragic loss of Charlotte, Harry is reborn. In his rebirth. Harry 

accepts his androgynous nature. In finally accepting his feminine qualities as well as his 

masculine attributes, Harry is able to accept his own need for sexuality and sensuality. 

While McHaney makes the case that this scene is not masturbatory, I disagree . 

Unlike McHaney, I do not see the masturbation scene as seriously affecting the meaning 

of the novel in a negative fashion ( 172).13 I believe it is symbolic of much more than a 

sexual experience. Harry now wants "it" as Charlotte wanted '·it.. , "It" -- tactile sexuality 

which for Harry now is masturbation--becomes a real way of keeping Charlotte ' s memory 

alive. Charlotte was, of course, Harry' s sexual mentor. She brought his sensual nature to 

life through pleasurable sexual exploration and experience. To keep Charlotte's memory 

alive without sexuality would be an impossibility. That is why, thinking of Charlotte ' s 

'body, the broad thighs and the hands that liked bitching and making things," Harry 

thinks into words the fact that "memory could live in the old wheezing entrails: and now 

it did stand to his hand" (324) . While extending the parody of A Farewell to Arms, 15 

the masturbatory scene simultaneously integrates Harry ' s physical and tactile need for 

sexuality, an acceptance of his feminine as well as his masculine characteristics. 

Accepting his sexuality in combination with his memories of Charlotte, extends and 

completes Harry's circular journey to manhood through harmonious androgyny. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

The purpose of this examination of William Faulkner' s The Wild Palms has been 

to demonstrate androgyny as a significant theme overlooked in prior criticism. 

Androgyny is here defined as a harmonious balance derived from accepting those 

individual aspects defined culturally and socially as masculine and feminine beyond the 

merely physical and biological. Gender is a central issue in Western patriarchal society' s 

distribution of power and resources. Specific power concepts often come into play in 

male-male relationships and male-female relationships, and, as in this novel , with 

devastating effects. 

Masculinity in the United States previously was grouped specifically around a 

man's performance of the role of sole good provider, his avoidance of any aspect of 

femininity, his willingness to take risks, and his amorous success with women. 

Meanwhile, the power to express emotions in our society (expressiveness) is considered 

feminine. Thus men must be inexpressive to be masculine. Men ' s only acceptable 

emotional outlet has been vicariously--through women. In order for men to feel 

masculine, women must validate their masculinity by playing prescribed roles as sex 

object and mother. When women reject these prescribed roles, men try to reassert 

control. 

Charlotte Rittenmeyer, because of her harmonious androgyny--her comfort with 

her masculine as well as her feminine characteristics--seeks autonomy as an individual 

and an artist. Yet Charlotte ' s comfort with her blend of masculine and feminine 

characteristics is diametrically opposed to Harry 's discomfort with his paucity of 
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masculine characteristics. In seeking autonomy through love and harmonious androgyny, 

Charlotte chooses not to play her prescribed masculine validating roles as sexual object 

and mother. In doing so, Charlotte acts not to validate Harry ' s masculinity but rather 

reinforces his feminine expressiveness. Inadvertently, she precipitates in Harry, a man 

with very fragile masculine gender boundaries, a gender identity crisis by demonstrating 

his inability to play his male designated role as sole good provider. 

Throughout the book, Harry Wilbourne struggles to reach an accord with his 

feminine nature. his androgyny, in a society which allows men /in /e freedom fa[ feminine 

character\st\c.s. rm \\a: t\\e <:'1:\s\s comes to a d\m.ax w\\en \\e a'oorts \\is own c\\i\0., an 

act that can be perceived as self-castration, a final act of emasculation. After Charlotte 

dies from the botched abortion, however, Harry experiences a rebirth and renewal as he 

turns from death to grief in his jail cell. Remembering Charlotte, thinking of her body, 

the thighs and hands that "liked bitching and making things" (324), Harry accepts the 

reality of pain and suffering in order to keep Charlotte alive rather than escaping through 

the oblivion of suicide. Harry has changed . Charlotte· s love has transformed him. 

allowing him to integrate his past with the future through memory. In accepting memory, 

Harry accepts responsibility for his past life with Charlotte (a masculine characteristic) as 

well as his grief over Charlotte ' s death and the loss of the grand passion they shared 

(feminine emotions). In the final masturbatory scene, Harry accepts his physical sexuality 

(masculinity) in combination with emotional memories of Charlotte (feminine), thus truly 

becoming a man harmonious in his androgyny. 
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Notes 

1 Gary Harrington (63) reports that "The New American Library published the 
work as two separate novels in 1948 ; then in 1954 they placed both ' Wild Palms ' and 
·oJd Man ' in one volume but separated the sections into discrete units rather than 
alternating chapters ... In 1946, The Portable Faulkner contained ' Old Man ' without 
' Wild Palms '; and in 1950, the Modern Library first published . .. Three Famous Short 
Novels: Spotted Horses, Old Man. The Bear" . 

2 Faulkner' s original title for The Wild Palms was If I Forget Thee, Jerusalem. 
This was a reference to Psalm 13 7, verse 5: " If I forget Thee, 0 Jerusalem, let my right 
hand forget her cunning." Faulkner's publishers refused to print it under this title for 
commercial reasons. which obviously further obscured allusions Faulkner might have 
been trying to make. See the work of Francois Pitavy for a closer look at these Biblical 
connections. 

" -' For specific articles on the Hemingway connection, see H. Edwards Richardson, 
W. R. Moses, William Van O' Connor, Edmond L. Volpe, Melvin Backman, and John M. 
Howell. 

4 Howell (236-37) asserts that the "wave" motif adds illuminating external 
evidence of Faulkner ' s satiric intention stimulated by a scene from Hemingway ' s The 
Sun Also Rises. . 

5 For more details on parody in the works of Faulkner and Hemingway see George 
Monteiro , John M. Howell , and H. Edwards Richardson. 

6 For further reading on androgyny in Hemingway see : George Cheatham, S. 
Kozikowski , et a! , and Mark Spilka. 

7 McHaney (146-47) observes that besides Charlotte's and Harry ' s being 
androgynous, several other characters are "similarly divided." McHaney includes the 
middle-aged doctor and his wife, the tall convict and his plump companion. the woman 
on the shantyboat, the pregnant woman and "Bill" Buckner. 

8 Although Noel Polk notes that Faulkner consistently did not use an apostrophe 
in words such as : dont, wont, aint , cant, and oclock (Ifl Forget Thee, Jerusalem 1 0), I 
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found that in at least one case in The Wild Palms Charlotte demonstrates inconsistency 
not (205) . Whether or not this is significant I have not examined in other places in the 
novel. 

9 Faulkner uses the pronoun " it" significantly in this novel. " It" refers to tactile 
sexuality: Harry wants " it," the older doctor wants " it," and " it" stands to Harry ' s hand. 
"It" also become the fetus Charlotte is carrying. 

10 Faulkner used italics to indicate stream-of-conscious thoughts in his characters. 
It is interesting to note that Faulkner allows us into Harry ' s mind but not Charlotte ' s. 

11 Faulkner is, of course, incorrect here in his portrayal of a therapeutic abortion, 
which would have been performed with a curette, not a scalpel. This is probably done 
purposely by Faulkner primarily for the sensational sensual imagery but, I believe, also to 
further his parody of Hemingway. See McHaney (12 note 27) for his reference to another 
Hemingway connection, "Hills Like White Elephants," Men Without Women, New 
York: Schribner' s 1972. 

12 Here I take the liberty of reversing Simone de Beavoir ' s famous quote: "One 
is not born, but rather becomes, a woman." 

13 Again I believe Faulkner may be extending the parody of Hemingway ' s A 
Farewell to Arms. He picks up on the fact that Frederick calls Catherine by the nickname 
"Cat" (157) and uses it to describe Charlotte ' s eyes. This accounts for the constant 
references to Charlotte ' s yellow eat ' s eyes throughout the novel. 

14 McHaney notes (172 note 18) that W. T. Jewkes and Thomas Francis Loughrey 
both interpret the scene as masturbatory. 

15 As McHaney observed, in Chapter 2 of A Farewell to Arms, the captain jokes 
about the priest masturbating, using the descriptive phrase "every night five against one" 
(7). He emphasizes this point (no pun intended) by restating the phrase and making 
gestures to accompany it. Faulkner picks up on this scene and uses it skillfully in "Wild 
Palms" to extend his parody. 
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Appendix 

The Doctor as Harry ' s Counterpart 

It is not insignificant that The Wild Palms opens with Harry Wilbourne knocking 

on the older doctor ' s door. The forty-eight year-old physician is a man with "thick soft 

woman ' s hands" ''who should never have been a doctor at all " (4). He has lived in the 

same famil y house ··all his life '· except for the six-year period of hi s medical education 

and internship in New Orleans ( 4) where Harry also has trained. The older doctor wears 

"a night shirt . . . not pajamas" and smokes a pipe he does not like and will never learn to 

like because his father told him when he was "sixteen and eighteen and twenty .. . (and 

he believes it) ... that cigarettes and pajamas were for dudes and women" (3). During 

the years away from home, the older doctor looks on with "provincial and insulated 

amazement" at his fellow classmates--those "swaggering" " lean young men" " in their 

drill jackets" wearing the "myriad anonymous faces of the probationer nurses with a 

ruthless and assured braggadocio like decorations"--and "sickened for it" ( 4 ). The older 

doctor, however, is not sickened by what he sees--'·it," sexual experience--but sickens 

"for it" (4). He wants " it ;" he wants life, experience, passion and sexual experience. 

This stereotype of a hospital as a hotbed of continuous passionate relationships 

between doctors and nurses in which the older doctor does not participate establishes him 

as an outsider, an observer of life, passion, and sexuality. All that he believes is going on 

around him is not happening to him. This scenario, besides foreshadowing the scene 

where the deputy guarding Harry at the hospital asks if those sexual stereotypes are true, 

also continues the parody of Hemingway ' s A Farewell to Arms where Catherine and 

Frederic begin their love affair in Frederic· s hospital room. 
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Immediately, on the first page of the novel , Faulkner establishes the older doctor 

as a foil for comparison and contrast to the younger doctor. Harry Wilbourne . 

Simultaneously, Faulkner implies that masculinity is a sociologically and culturally 

learned phenomenon, in particular through familial role stereotypes, while he establishes 

a relationship between the concept of sexual prowess and masculinity. As one soon sees, 

these are themes Harry deals with throughout the novel. 

When the older doctor graduates, he returns to his home town and marries "the 

wife his father had picked out for him" (4) . While the newlyweds go to ew Orleans for 

two days, "they never had a honeymoon" ( 4). This is similar to Harry and Charlotte when 

they to not sleep together in the hotel room in New Orleans. Although the doctor and his 

wife sleep '·in the same bed for 23 years," they "still had no children" (4) . The older 

doctor assumes his father ' s practice, '"losing nothing from it and adding nothing to it" 

(4) , owning the house his father built in two years . The husband and wife spend 

"childless" summers at their beach home buying up more property. Faulkner here is 

painting a vivid portrait of Harry ' s life had he not met Charlotte. 

The older doctor represents the static Western masculine stereotype of the sole 

good provider according to traditional patriarchal and capitalistic norms. Harry would 

probably have done exactly as the older doctor did: followed in his father ' s footsteps , 

closely enough that he left no mark of his own. He would have probably returned to the 

area where his father practiced, settled down, and married. This is the direction Harry is 

passively floating toward when the novel opens on his birthday. 

Harry, like the older doctor, wants to experience sexuality but has given up on 

"it. " But, after meeting Charlotte, he rejects everything about his former life. Harry 

rejects his father ' s influence--patriarchy and paternal authority--by rejecting his appointed 

role as surgeon. In rejecting this role and not finishing his surgical internship, however, 

Harry consigns himself to a role always inferior as a professional. Throughout the novel, 
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such decisions continue to undermine his masculinity. 

The older doctor is. like Harry, often wrong in his perceptions about Charlotte. 

Although he is right in discerning that she probably has had children, at least one, he 

mistakes Charlotte· s quiet, vacant staring at first as "hatred for the race of men, the 

masculine:· ( II ) and then as ··objectless hatred" ( 13 ). Here quite possibly the doctor 

instead projects his own inner rage against masculinity and patriarchy. He has, in 

fulfilling the expectations of patriarchy and society. never experienced life, passion. or 

sexuality--· ' it" --except as dictated by paternal authority and the static masculine image of 

so le good provider. 

The o lder doctor, faced with Harry and Charlotte. two people who symboli ze all 

.. the bright wild passion which had somehow passed him up when he had been young 

enough, worthy enough" to experience ·' it." finds he is not as "reconciled" to having lost 

·'i t" as he believed he was (279), again paralleling Harry 's feelings about himself on his 

birthday. The relationship that he imagines Charlotte and Harry as having rekindles 

curiosity and feelings that he has not allowed himself to experience, or even remember. 

He becomes a pathetic voyeur as he eavesdrops and spies on Charlotte through the 

oleander hedge over the four days they are in hi s rented beach cabin. One sees the older 

doctor as another example of ··flawed" masculinity. 
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